Range 9

STORM MOUNTAIN, INC.
Training Division

Range 9, the “Reactionary Range” was conceived and developed by our founder, Rod
Ryan, a former Military Operator, Police SWAT Officer and Instructor.
Precision targets and programming makes the Reactionary Range a fundamental training
choice for professionals who require competence, speed, and accuracy in close quarter
scenarios. If you require rapid and accurate shooting skills, then our Reactionary Range is
custom made for you.
The SMTC Reactionary Range develops the critical skills that every shooter requires – the
ability to rapidly acquire and engage adversaries in close quarters. It’s fundamental to
survival and success, and is able to support fast target discrimination.
There is no faster or better way to gain these lightning-fast reactionary shooting skills and
instincts then on SMTC’s new, state-of-the-art Reactionary Range.
The Reactionary Range is not as much about instruction as it is developing muscle memory
and the subconscious auto-thinking through methodical repetition. There are three lanes,
each with 4 targets at seven to 20 yards that are pneumatically operated by one of our

expert staff. There are nine primary courses of fire that are all designed to push and
stretch the shooter’s abilities.
Throughout the courses of fire, 8” steel targets are only exposed for .5 to 1.75 of a second.
That’s highly challenging considering the average “precision shooter’s” reaction time to hit a
target from a security holster is about 1.5 seconds.
This type of dense repetition develops exceptional reactionary shooters as they negotiate
the partial targets that are moving quickly. Shooters are able to measurably increase their
confidence and success in rapid and accurate (and discretionary) firing scenarios.
This system requires a target controller.
•
•
•

Pneumatic manually controlled reactionary range.
3 bays of 4 pneumatic head plate mechanisms.
Handguns, shotguns and SMGs.

Hourly Rates (2 Hr Minimum): $50. Per hour (non-member), $40. Per hour (member).
Staffing Rates: $60. Per hour.
Available Dates: Available 7 days per week with prior reservation.
How To Book: email: info@stormmountain.com or call: 304-446-5526.

